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Figure 1-I: Logical Flow of the VAX RPG II Logic Cycie
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Key to Figure 1 -‘I:

In the FIRST CYCLE, several initialization tasks are accomplished. Files
are opened, the local data area is loaded, the’ system date is obtained from
the system, and counters, tables, and arrays are initialized. The program
then transits into the NORMAL CYCLE.

When the NORMAL CYCLE is entered, program instruction lines
with special conditions for Output specifications are processed.

All control-level and record-identifying  indicators are set off.

A record is read, and the appropriate record-identifying indicator is
set on.

If the control field of the record just read is different from the control
field of the previous record, a control bren.lc  occurs. Wnen a control
break does occur, the appropriate control-level indicator is set on, plus
all lower control-level indicators.

if VAX RPC  II detects that this is the first  iteration after the FIRST
CYCLE, it branches to step 8.

Total calculations (conditioned by control-level indicators in the
Calculation specifications) are processed if the appropriate control-
level indicators are on.

If totals are requested in the program, the program does total output
operations.

If the last-record indicator is on, the LAST CYCLE is entered and the
program ends.

Detail calculations and program output are processed from data read
in this cycle.

All remaining detail calculations are processed on the data frcm  ’
the current record read at the beginning of the NORhfAL  CYCLE.
Then, the cycle continues around, repeating while there are records to
process.

Upon detecting the last-record indicator, the program enters the LAST
CYCLE, does one-time cleanup work including total calculations ar,J  total
output operations, and the program ends.
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Figure l-2: Detailed VAX RPG II Logic Cycle Flowchart
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Figure’ l-2 (Cont.): Detailed VAX RPG II Logic Cycle
Flowchart
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Figure l-2 (Cont.): Detailed VAX RPG II Logic Cycle
Flowchart
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Figure 1-2 (Cont.): Detailed VAX RPG Ii Logic Cycle
Flowchart
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K=y to Figure l-2:

0

0

T’nis  step is executed only during the first cycle. It initializes your
program for execution. Initialization consists of retrieving the date
(if you specified UDATE, UDAY, UMONTH,  or UYEAR), opening all
files, and loading all preexecution-time tables and arrays.

VAX RPG II writes heading and detail lines (identified by H or D in
column 15 (Type) of the Output specification). Heading and detail
Iines are always executed at the same time. If conditioning indicators
are specified, the conditions for the indicator must be satisfied. If
the fetch overflow logic is specified and the overflow indicator is on,
RPG II writes the appropriate overflow lines. If the 1P indicator is on
(during the first cycle only), VAX RPG II prints all lines conditioned by
it, then sets the 1P indicator off. VAX RPG II executes this step at the
beginning of the program so that .heading  lines can be printed before
processing begins.

0

0

CD
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VAX RPG II checks whether any halt indicators (HI through H9)
are on; if any are, the program terminates. If you do not want your
program to terminate here, you must set all halt indicators off previous
to this step. You can set halt indicators on, however, at any time
during the program.

VAX RPG II sets control-level indicators (Ll through L9) and all
indicators used as record-identifying indicators off. VAX RPG II also
sets overflow indicators (OA through OG, and OV) off, unless they
were set on during detail time (detail-time calculations or output
operations) in the preceding cycle. All other types of indicators that
are on remain on. ,

Here, VAX RPG II determines whether the LR indicator is on. If it
is, RPG II branches to step 15 and sets on control-level indicato:s  Ll
through L9, if used.

VAX RPG II determines whether a primary file was specified by the
program. If not, VAX RPG II proceeds directly to step 16.

If required, VAX RPG II reads an input record from the last primary
or secondary file processed. If this was an input file with look-ahead
fields, the record is already available; therefore, no read operation may
be necessary at this time. On the first cycle, a record is read from each
primary and secondary file.

VAX RPG II tests the file just read for end-of-file. If end-of-file has
been encountered, the program bypasses step 9.

If VAX RPG II reads a record from a file, the record type is determined
and the record sequence is checked. If the record type cannot be
determined, or the record is out of sequence, the program terminates.

In this step, VAX RPG II determines \chich file to process. If a FORCE
operation was executed during the previous cycle, the forced file
is selected for processing. (All records processed v,-ith  a FORCE
operation are processed with the matching-records (MR) indicator set
off.) However, if the forced file is at end-of-file (EOF),  the normal
multifile  logic selects the next record for processing. If no forced
file was specified, VAX RPG II determines whether matching fields
were specified. If so, the matching-fields routine is given control (see
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Figure l-3). Otherwise, all records in a primary file are processed
first, then the records from each secondary file in order of their
specification.

Here, VAX RPG II determines whether the LR indicator should be set
on. The LR indicator is set on when the program has reached the end
of all the files that you have specified for processing ur.til the end-of-
file, and when all the records from secondary files that match the last
primary  record have been processed. If the LR indicator should be set
on, VAX RPG  II branches to step 15 and sets on indicators Ll through
L9.

\rAX RPG II sets on the record-identifying indicator for the rc 3rd
selected for processing.

VAX RPG II determines whether the record selected for processing
has caused a control break to occur. A control break occurs when the
value in the control field of the record being processed differs from
the previous value of the control field. See Section 1.4.1 for more
information.

If a control break has occurred, VAX RPG II saves the contents of all
appropriate control fields.

If a control break has occurred, VAX RPG II sets the appropriate
control-level indicator (Ll through L9) on; at the same time,
VAX RPG  II sets all lower-level control-level indicators on. The Ll
through L9 indicators can be used for conditioning only if they have
been defined as conditioning  indicators.

VAX RPG II determines whether total-time calculation and output
operations should be performed. If control-level indicators are not
specified in columns 59 and 60 (control-level) of the Input specifica-
tion, VAX RPG II bypasses total-time calculation and output operations
during the first cycle only; after the first cycle, VAX RPG II performs
total-time calculation and output operations for every cycle.

If control-level indicators are specified, VAX RPG 11 bypasses total-
time calculation and output operations until after the hrst record \vith
control fields is processed. \$‘hen  the LR indicator is on, \‘AX  RPG II
always performs total-time calculation and output opera?ons.

In this step, VAX RPG II performs al1 total-time calculations condi-
tioned by a control-level indicator or containing LO in columns 7 and
8 of the Calculation specification. Total-time calculations caninclude
CHAIN operations, in \vhich  a record is immediately retrieved from
an input file (see Figure I-J),  or READ operations, in which the next ’
record is retrieved from a demand file.

Here, VAX RPG II writes all total-time output lines that satisfy the
conditions specified by the indicators. If an overtlow indicator (OA
thr.ough  OG, or OV) is on, and fetch overflow is specified, VAX RPG
II writes the overflow lines as well.

VAX RPG II determines whether the LR indicator is on. If it is on,
VAX RPG II performs table and array output, closes all files, and
terminates the program.

VAX RPG II checks to determine whether any overflow indicators (OA
through OG, or OV) are on.
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. If any overflow indicators are on, the overflow routine is given control
(see Figure l-5). VAX RPG  II outputs all lines conditioned by those
overflow indicators that are on. However, VAX RPG II outputs these
lines only if they were not output by fetch overflow logic (step 2 or ’
step 18).

VAX RPG II determines whether the MR indicator should be set
on. If this is a multifile  program and the record being processed is
a matching record, VAX RPG II sets the MR indicator on; it remains
on for the duration of, the cycle during which the matching record is
processed. If, these conditions are not present, VAX RPG II sets the
MR  indicator off.

If the program contains a WORKSTN  file, VAX RPG II sets off the
KA through KZ and KO through K9 indicators. If form input was
terminated by a command key, VAX RPG  II sets on the corresponding
command key indicator. Note that if an error occurred on the read,
the command key indicators are not changed.

VAX RPG II extracts data fields from the record to be processed and
sets the field indicators on or off, as appropriate, for those fields.

VAX RPG II then determines whether look-ahead fields are specified
in the last file processed and whether it is an input file.

If the last file processed was an input file with look-ahead fields, V&X
RPG II passes control to the VAX RPG II look-ahead routine (see
Figure l-6). In this routine, VAX RPG II retrieves the look-ahead
record and extracts the look-ahead fields. If look-ahead fields are not
specified, VAX RPG II continues with detail-time calculations

This is the detail-time calculations step. Here, VAX RPG JI  performs
all conditioned detail-time calculations and subroutines. The calcu-
lations may include CHAIN and READ operations (see Figure  l-4).
Detail-time calculations complete the VAX RPG II logic cycle. Then,
the cycle branches to step 2 to begin again.

WW&I~~~%UWI~  RPG II Program Logic Cycle

1Gluti

0 JIIW l-3 LLWW RPG II matching-field routine

0 JllW l-4 LLWaS RPG II file processing for chained and demand file

0 dllW 1-5 IL1619  RPG II overflow processing

0 JllW l-6 L&X619  RPG II  look-aheading processing
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Figure l-3: Logic Cycle for the Matching-Fields Routine

Key to Figure l-3:

0 VAX RPG II determines whether the program uses more than one pri-
mary and secondary file. If multifile  processing is in effect, processing
continues with step 2. Otherwise, the program branches to step 3.

0 VAX RPG II compares the matching fields’to  determine which f?le is
to be processed. VAX RI’C II extracts the matching fields and checks
their sequence.

0 If the matching Felds are not in sequence, a run-time error occurs and
the program tetinates.

0 VAX RPG 11 moves the matching fields into a temporary buffer. The
next record is selected, based on the value of the matching fields.

0 VAX RPG II returns to the program.
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Figure l-4: Logic Cycle for Chained and Demand Files

Key to Figure l-4:

i) VAX RPC  II retrieves the next record in the file specified by the
CHAIN  or READ operation code. If the record is not found on a
CHAIN operation or an end-of-file occurs during a READ operation
and a resulting indicator is not specified,  a run-time error occurs. If
the record is not found on a CHAIN operation or an end-of-file occurs
during a READ operation and a resulting indicator has been specified,
the indicator is set on and control returns to the program.

0 VAX RPG II sets on the record-identifying indicator associated with
the chained or demand file for the record type read.
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rigure  l - 5 : Logic Cycle for Overflow Frocessing

Key’to Figure l-5:

0 VAX RPG  II uses the fetch overflow routine to determine whether
the overflow lines were written previously. If the overflow lines were
written previously, the program branches to the specified rehkn  point;
otherwise, it continues with step 2.

0 VAX RPG II evaluates all overflow lines and writes those lines that
satisfy the conditions of the indicators.

Q VAX RPG II returns to4he  program.

16

Understanding  the VAX RPG II Logic  Cycle 1 - 2 1
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Figure l-6: Logic Cycle for Look-Ahaad Processing

Set all look-ahead
felds  to 9s.

2 .

Extract look-ahead
felds.

t

Key to Figure l-6:

0 VAX RPG  II reads the next record for the file being processed. If the
end-of-file has been reached, all look-ahead eelds  are filled with 9s
and control is returned to the program.

2 VAX RPG II extracts the look-ahead fields from the record.

I VAX RPG  Ii  returns to the program.
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